Clean Water Forum Evaluation Results
Dec. 13, 2006

Question
Today's Forum was worth my time
Topics were relevant
Speakers were well prepared
Well Organized
Good Format
I will likely attend future Forums
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Topics I would like to see in the future:
More on watershed planning
Topics are appropriate and timely
Already doing a good job with topics and length of Forum
Wet weather WQS, CSOs and SSOs, UAA Case Studies for Urban Streams
Covered
It would be good if Director Childers could address this group once a year, UAA cases
studies for urban areas
Funding improvements
I am concerned about the 393 issue. However on second thought, this will be addressed by
Info on status of EPA Settlement Document
Use the Forum to address the WQ hot issues to receive help and input from the public
Permit Fee increases and program funding
DNR Funding
Explanation of EPA priorities and MO Work Plan document. It would be useful for the group
to know what EPA's priorities are and how MO DNR plans on addressing them
More on EPA Region 7 initiative on Water Quality, Site Specific examples - problem/solution
Permit Fees
Upcoming legislation of interest to DNR-possibly ask for the group attending to help.
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The Forum could be improved by:
Very good. Topics were interesting and timely.
Additional detail regarding specific advisory group recommendations and implications.
A second screen for those in the back half of the room. This may not be practical but it would
be easier for all to see, especially in a longer room like this
Asking speakers to repeat questions or comments for audience before answering.
Consider different meeting room - current room is too deep
Having Workgroup members rather than staff report out
Doing workgroups in the morning and topical updates in the afternoon
Need handouts for each speaker
Allowing for actual discussion
Safe and Clean Water Forum
Bigger screen to show PowerPoint slides on
Great Job
Bigger room - screen on long wall
More Coffee
People who are not actively engaged in stakeholder process could leave with meeting without
understanding the competing view points and areas where disagreement still exists. While
not a part of the oral presentation, it would also be useful to provide a written summary of the
topic and discussion to date, or the proposed policy or rule.
More "workshop" material to take home- handouts, etc.
Room and seating are too spread out. I was too far back to read slides.
Blue sheets should have an acronym key on back
More time for discussion
Set ground rules for Forum, ask others to limit side conversations during presentations
Copies of all presentations
Better more easily read PowerPoint slides
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Other Comments:
Thanks for the lunch! Merry Christmas!
Specific to the Permit Assistance- The GIS portion of the permit assistance Wizard is great
and I hope the detail available will grow for general use - not just with permitting.
Ed - You (and your staff) have done a great job bringing us where we are today. It was nice
to laugh today. I don't think we were laughing together a year ago. -Chuck Reineke
I enjoy the comprehensive overview of ongoing activities and changes in the State program.
Good Lunch
Kudos to MDNR for your continued and genuine dedication to the public participation process
Good Meeting. Need a bit more audience participation. End was long
Remind people what the word "whisper" means. A few people didn't know what this meant or
had the common courtesy to take their conversations outside of the room. This is probably a
lost cause because some people like to hear themselves talk.
I hope all presentations will be available electronically.
Very encouraged by the "Permit Wizard"! Great Work.
Please continue the Forums - whatever you choose to call them
Please use a different meeting room which allows easier access to the restroom.
Works well as is!
Thanks for your dedication
Coordinate with USGS Stream Sampling?
Go ahead and change the name to "Water Protection Forum"
Sampling data on waters in lakes in Missouri, what about EPA's recently announced program
to sample all lakes in America?
Good job keeping agenda on schedule!
Good cookies
Handouts were good, but abbreviated. Please provide further explanations or comments that
were made online
Would like to hear about fees proposals, reorganization plans, Doyle's new initiatives, etc.
Permit Wizard - Great idea!
Presenters should have given more examples about how issues are manifested in MO waters
Less jargon
Thanks for keeping us informed!
Good Luck.

